Journal Entries (5pts)

20180821 - Power of Words
20180828 - Memory Timeline
20180913 - Favorite Childhood Story
20180918 - Working in Groups

Notes (5pts)

MLA Guideline Rules
Making a Solid Introduction (Red)
Hooks
Thesis / Controlling Idea
Feelings Chart
Personal Narratives
Poetry Notes (Blue)
STAAR Grading Rubric (Blue)
Capitalization
6+1 Traits of Writing (4, 5, 6, +1)
Short Story / Fictional Writing
Commas
Semicolons / Colons
Graphic Organizer (Red)
H.E.L.P.S. Highlighting
Hyphens

Writer’s Portfolio (10 pts)

Introduction Lett
Personal Narrative (Memory Map)
Poem
Fairy Tales
DTWT
Explain the Importance of Having a good friend.
Importance of using your voice.
Importance of never giving up.
Breaking the Rules
Families